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Knight Oil Tools Introduces
a Better Way to Handle Pipe

Company Spotlight

For years, the way pipe is stacked, transferred and transported
hasn’t changed much—until now. Knight Oil Tools is changing
the way pipe is handled with the patented Pipe Safety Basket
(PSB). The PSB, available for rental from Knight Oil Tools
Rental Tool Services, is a protective enclosure that changes the
way pipe is handled for the better. Pipe Safety Baskets reduce
shipping damage and dockside/location handling expenses.

The modular basket includes a self-aligning, interlocking design
with folding support stanchions, allowing for up to four empty
Pipe Safety Baskets to be stacked for easy transport back to the
pipe yard. Five integral retractable ratchet straps and Rumber®
pipe stripping material hold the pipe securely in place within the
PSB.
Dimensions and maximum weight limits allow for
transportation of two loaded baskets on a standard 18-wheeler
float. Pipe Safety Baskets have a maximum capacity of 19,037
lbs and the open-ended bay can accommodate Range 2 and
Range 3 tubulars. Knight Oil Tools’ Pipe Safety Baskets provide
crane or fork lift accessibility for loading and unloading, are
designed for single-line lift and are compatible with NOV Pipe
Deck Machines on offshore locations.
For more than 40 years, Knight Oil Tools has been providing
“zero-failure” equipment and services to the oil and gas
industry. With more than 50 locations worldwide, Knight Oil
Tools has grown to include Rental Tool Services, Fishing
Services, Manufacturing, Inspection and Hardbanding, and
QHSE Training and Consulting – making it the largest
privately held rental and fishing tools company in the world.
For more information, visit www.knightoiltools.com.
+1 800 233 6666

The patented Knight Oil Tools Pipe Safety Basket takes pipe
from the yard to the boat to the pipe deck safely and efficiently.
For more info, please view our PSB Product Highlight Video.
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